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ALEXIS RENARD
 

Alexis Renard has been passionate about Indian and Islamic art for more that 20 years, and is a well-known 
expert in these fields.  His gallery is in the heart of Paris, on Ile St. Louis.  Besides selling high quality  
works of art, Alexis provides advice and expertise to collectors, institutions and auction houses.  Many of the  
objects that have passed through the gallery are now in international institutions.  In his 20 years of  
activity, he has published more than 20 exhibition catalogues, curated exhibitions, and participated in 
more than 50 prestigious international art fairs.

Currently, the gallery is also developing a “Cultural Content” department devoted to projects such as 
Sensory visits.  Curatorial services for institutions are also being provided, and a program of podcasts is 
under development.  All of these activities have the goals of sharing Alexis Renard’s passion for Indian and 
Islamic art with a wider audience, and creating bridges between historic art and the contemporary world.

 
Contact: 
+33 1 44 07 33 02 
alexis@alexisrenard.com 
www.alexisrenard.com
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CAn you SHARe wItH uS two PIeCeS  
SHowCASed In « LuMIèRe noIRe »?

Visitors are first confronted to an impressive image of 
the fierce form of Shiva, a meter tall granite sculpture 
of Bhairava, formerly in the Vérité collection. they are 
taken to many places and stories, such as entering a  
Mughal painting of a night hunt, with members of the 
Bhils tribe hunting with fire. 

« LuMIèRe noIRe » IS AIMed to engAge tHe 
AudIenCe Beyond SIMPLy LookIng At It, RIgHt ? 
you LoSe youRSeLf In A StoRy And get “CAugHt 
uP” In one.

the aim of this experience is to begin a different  
relationship with the pieces, and to be involved in a 
more emotional part of the artwork. the darkness, the 
guiding voice, the small focused light, are allowing  
immersion into the pieces, giving them a completely  
different dimension in this setting. In museums or at art 
fairs, we never have the opportunity to see paintings and 
sculptures that way. 

tHIS CAn Be done In ALMoSt Any MedIuM of 
ARt, But IMMeRSIVe exPeRIenCeS ARe MoRe  
CoMMon wItH dIgItAL ARt. wHAt wAS tHe  
CHALLenge wItH SCuLPtuReS And PAIntIngS?

we had to rethink the installation to allow people to 
move around the pieces in the dark. we have decided 
not to use labels, and not get too deep into the usual 
descriptions of pieces involving dating, materials and  

ALexIS, youR gALLeRy IS now PRoduCIng  
CuLtuRAL Content. CAn you teLL uS MoRe?

After more than 20 years working in the Islamic  
and Indian art market, we have developed  
expertise and our own taste through more than 20  
catalogues. we gathered objects of specific themes 
such as wunderkammer, game of gods / game of Love 
(epics in Indian and Persian art), nature, ottoman 
art, Calligraphy, fierce and ferocious, exotic Mirror  
(depictions of europeans in South Asian art)… 
Our passion for the stories told by objects, and how 
they can help us learn and understand the world in 
a better way, led us to develop new projects such as  
Podcasts, Curatorial services and Sensory Visits. 

HAS tHe HeALtH CRISIS HeLP you to Re-tHInk 
youR Content? 

the fact that things did slow down with the Covid  
crisis allowed us to have more time to develop these 
new projects.
 
on tHe oCCASIon of youR new CAtALogue, you 
ARe IntRoduCIng « LuMIèRe noIRe ». wHAt IS It? 

Lumière noire is a Sensory Visit in the dark. Visitors 
are seated in our 17th century basement in complete 
darkness, guided by my voice and a story written with 
gabrielle Lesage Art +. they are given a small torch, 
like the ones we had when we were kids, and invited to  
discover our exhibition like if they were entering a  
hidden Indian temple.   
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techniques, but rather to focus more on what the object 
tells us about its culture, and why it has been made. 

no two PeoPLe’S exPeRIenCeS ARe exACtLy tHe 
SAMe, But CAn you teLL uS How youR  
AudIenCe ReACted to tHIS exPeRIenCe. doeS 
It IMPARt A MoRe PRofound MeAnIng foR tHe 
PARtICIPAnt?

Only one or two people are allowed to do this  
immersive experience at the same time. Phones are 
not ringing, viewers are not distracted, and they can  
develop a relationship with the pieces in a more  
profound way. we had great feedback from the  
visitors. with this original experience they told us they had  
easier access to the meaning of the pieces. 

wILL tHe PodCASt Be AVAILABLe on youR 
weBSIte oR Any otHeR PLAtfoRM?

the podcast is not yet available, as we are seeking  
partners to develop more podcasts. our first podcast 
is telling the story of the rediscovery of an album page 
that had been lost for more than 200 years. It is called  
“the adventurers of the lost page”. 

ARe you tHInkIng of AdoPtIng And  
InCLudIng MoRe teCHnoLogy, SuCH AS AR foR  
exAMPLe?

we are convinced that we don’t need complex  
technology to really experience art in different ways ! our  
Sensory visits do not need more than a good story  

frieze Masters 2019

accompanied with voice, sound and atmosphere. 

wHAt otHeR PRojeCtS ARe you woRkIng?

we are also working on curatorial projects with  
innovative themes for institutions. our experience and 
expertise in Islamic and Indian art and culture allow us 
to have a fresh and different vision of what can be told 
with artworks.

LUMIÈRE NOIRE
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